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About This Software

Build, Export, Play

In Virtual Battlemap you build a 3D battle maps, and then export Print & Web Quality 2D map images to be used in tabletop
play or online play. Using the simple but powerful map editor you can build any battle map you want. You can also use the 3D

maps with table projectors and Screen in table systems. Works with Fantasy Grounds, Roll20 and many others!
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High Print Quality Exports

You can export high resolution Images that can be printed as full battle map posters like the ones you get with many pen and
paper gaming rule sets including Dungeons & Dragons and Pathfinder.

Web Quality Exports

You can also export high quality "web friendly" images that can be used in Virtual Tabletops and web based system. Works
great with programs like Fantasy Grounds 2, Roll20, MapTool, OpenRPG, Battlegrounds, D20Pro, EpicTable.

Features

 Multiple Dungeon Styles

 Over 700 Dungeon Pieces to build you ultimate dungeon!

 Over 35 DM Markers

 Real Time Lighting (You Control)

 Cool Particle Effects

 Control Scale

 Map Grids (None, Square, Hex)

 Map Sizes (Extra Small, Small, Med, Large, Extra Large Extra Extra Large, Giant, Huge)

** We are still actively patching and adding in customer requests even though we
have passed early access!
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Title: Virtual Battlemap
Genre: Design & Illustration, Utilities
Developer:
Dragom
Publisher:
Dragom
Release Date: 15 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Requires a 64-bit processor and operating systemWindows 7 / Windows 8 / Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5/i7 or AMD Phenom II x4

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon 4870/5770/6770 or Nvidia GeForce GTX 260/460/550 Ti

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: None

Additional Notes: Higher quality map exports require more ram.

English
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Best 89 cents I spent ever.. good unit, looks great and sounds decent. I wasn't sure what to expect when I bought this, but I like
railroad games, somewhat. The game starts out with a family getting a loan to build a town in a certain amout of time, if you
don't the banker forecloses, something like that. The player goes through multiple levels repairing track, selling stuff like wood,
concrete etc and when each level is done you build a bit more of the new town. It's more of a time killer but it's actually fun in
the process IMO. I run a triple monitor PC and it works fine, no problems. I'll take it to the end and then see if the replay is the
same or if they added variations. Nice game though.

I'm playing it through a second time now. The game is the same with no variation, so, for the replay aspect I'd say it's low for
most people. The game itself can be completed in a few days or less, depending on how much time you spend in a sitting. I'd say
it's best to buy when it's on sale if you do.. DO NOT PURCHASE THIS GAME!!!! Seriously, save your money. HORRIBLE
sound quality, extremely slow gameplay, clunky mechanics and user interface, and outright BORING compared to playing the
actual card game with real friends. Just... for the love of the Gods, please do not put yourself through this torture.... For the
price, this is great. The build is solid, the music is catchy and fitting for the environment you're in. The art style and graphics is
very nostalgic in my opinion, since the aim was to look like a game from the 95\/98 era, the devs totally nailed it.

Multiple endings are a nice touch, I finished them all in not too much time, however, it still added onto the replay value.

Even though there is no dialoge throughout the entire game, I still understood everything I needed to do just by checking the
monitor in the office cubicle or just looking at stuff for a minute.

Final thoughts: If you enjoy relaxing simple games that are short and simple, it's a smart purchase; even if not, you might still
like it.. A nice puzzle, you don't need to give a shi+ about the story anyway.. I payed $2 to be the first perosn to review this
dlc............................

the dlc is horrible but for $2 i aint complaining

also

FIR.....nvm i dont wanna get stabbed. I bought this game for half price and I honestly don't feel it was worth it.
* (A personal gripe) The game itself has graphics that dont really match any platform or era.
* Actual gameplay is lackluster and after you die two or three times your almost completely done with it.
* The difficulty is only in the finding of food, not in the actual game.
Overall the game feels kind of lazy and without attention to detail. Not a single point of playing it did I actually feel like it was
fun...
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i like this as long as i keep doing it daily,i hink that actually it needs a sandbox edit endless play if the devs ever get around to
it,it showa great potential to be upgraded and reworked and could become popular agai if this is carried out,meanwhile i wil
keep on this game because it keeps my interest as a 70 yr old i enjoy it. I LOVED every second of this journey.....Its like you
created it just for me. Loved the music, Loved the sacred geometry shapes, colors and all around vibe....I will be using it as a
meditation tool. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE create more .....Blessings to your team, you guys rock :). I'm 43 minutes into this
game and whilst there isn't much to it - what there is, is fun. It reminds me a little of Smashbox Arena (please note: that is a
superior game) in the way it plays (movement) and the guns all seem to be on point with aiming. I would like to see more maps
and more weapons though and - at the moment - it is fairly quiet online. Thankfully you can set yourself up with some bots so at
least you have a game to play even if there is no one else around.. So let's get a few things out of the way, right from the start:

- This is an "enhanced" version of a mobile game which means it's pretty awful already, from the get-go
- There's literally nothing in the way of a tutorial other than a fairly unhelpful "angry birds" style infographic. The game is
incredibly light on anything that might explain it - clearly it suffers from its crummy smartphone roots.
- Cute graphics and the controls feel solid, at least.
- An interesting idea, to have the character just automatically run and all you control is the jumping (or at least that's all I can tell
from this poorly explained game)

My take is that it's barely worth $1 at most. You'll be doing better than I did if you can figure out the controls and what you're
supposed to do or even how to turn a zombie minion around so he'll run in the other direction.

I'd give it a 60% but since I can't even figure out how I'm supposed to play this, I'm knocking it down to a 40% - don't purchase.
Next time, Devs, do a better job of explaining the game and its controls and goals.. New units, more big maps, more fun!. So I
buy this game for linux and they messed it up so I couldn't even play it for the first several weeks I owned it, should've taken the
hint and wiped it from my computer then. The game is a great idea executed poorly. The musical aspect of it never comes to life
as you're never given enough time to place things in a concise manner that would allow for such. The tower defense aspect is
also executed poorly, as you're rushed frantically by enemies in such a way that no strategy is involved. You just need to stack
your rooms on faster than the enemies destroy them which creates awkward jumbled beats. All in all Bad Hotel has been an
extremely disappointing experience.. not much to it. but for 2.99 its ok. Buy it. Do it. Do it, now!
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